
        For All Languages!! 



BaBBle U GUI 
 Use the ios works video as a reference that is how 

it needs to be functioning on the devices. All you 
need to add is the messenger image with the new 
feature images I sent you. Also you have to make 
sure the icon appears on the device to tap and go 
into the GUI. 

 

 



Visual wire frame 
Language 
Option 

Sign In 
Via 
Gmail, 
Facebook 
or 
Twitter 

Register 



Socializing The World 

Add friends one at a time or add friends in 
multiple amounts. You can chat on the 
group section for the BaBBle U IM section. 



UI Designs For App Existing 
GUI 

Grid View and List 
view choose your 
preference 

Swipe left to delete and swipe right for other 
options please use the GUI video as reference to 
have an idea. 



News Feed From The World 
Reference 



BaBBle U Voice call-A-
friend 

This is the reference icon for calling the BaBBler in your friends list 
you can call all over the world for free like skype. This is Babble U 
voice call. You can call anywhere in the us and world with the 
registered user name on the BaBBle U app. 



Visual calling Wire Frame 
Continued 

Profile Page 
Customize it 

Scroll through 
contacts (Each 
contact will show 
what language 
they speak) With 
a mini flag of 
their country 

Swipe Down 
to call, text or 
Video chat 



BaBBle U Blocks Unwanted 
BaBBlers 

This option gives you the option to 
block those annoying unwanted 
BaBBlers who try to contact you. 



BaBBle U Delete 

This icon lets you delete a BaBBler 
,mesage  or a voice or text.  



BaBBle U Draw 



BaBBle U Wire Frame Draw 
 Here is the wire frame  images for 

what needs to be added to the gui. 

Tap and Draw 



     BaBBle U sound EFX 

This icon gives you the option  use your own 
sounds whether its your own voice or if it’s a 
sound you create and send it as a sound on 
your text message roster 



BaBBle U Wire Frame CONT’d 

 Here are the next images. All must be 
clickable to open on the next image as if 
the app was functioning. 



BaBBle U Sharing 

Share option is available to show the 
BaBBlers  the stuff you create or 
images and videos.  



BaBBle U Dating 

This gives you the option to go to a dating chat 
room where you can only subscribe for .99 cents 

Monthly and go into different dating rooms. 



BaBBle U Sticker 
References 

BaBBle U stickers this gives you the option to use 
stickers to send on the imessage roster 



BaBBle Video Chat & Video Message  

See Me BaBBle U 



Translation Mock up & Blue print 
sketches References 



Digital Mock Up Sketch Of BaBBle U 
Translator PC version 

Here are 
our 
prototype 
digital 
format 
sketches 

Will be 
used 
through 
VOIP 



     BaBBle U Translator PC Version  

Format #1-A Format #2-B 

Format 
#3-A 



BaBBle U Social Aspect 



BaBBle U Cartoon Animoticons 

Add some BaBBle U Animoticons to 
your message roster. 



See the person calling as a video. 



BaBBle U Gaming Center  



BaBBle U Game Room  

 Game room can hold up to 50 Indie apps 
developed by other developers. This will be 
another form of revenue that would be coming 
in. Apple alone gave out in 1 quarter $13 B to 
developers for their games. 



BaBBle U Photo and Sharing 



Dynamic Photo Sharing 

Browse through 
photos 

Add effects to the 
photos 

Share, with 
friends, family 
and BaBBlers 



Picture Comments and Sharing 
Continued 

Enjoy 
Commenting on 
great photos 
get a full view 
on your device 
or pc Without 
borders or add 
your own crop 
it and send 



Messenger screen 
 On this screen the plus (+) sign will turn into an (x) when you tap 

it opening the features below the message roster. The icons on this 
image will be able to tap and open the screens shown above the 
rest of the gui is fine all you have to do is add these small features 
and make it tappable. If you have an iphone please test it on your 
device to get a feel for it. 

Sound efx start & 
stop 

BaBBle U 
Draw 

BaBBle U 
Translator 
star image 

Photo 
Sharing 

Music 
share 



BaBBle U Music 

This gives you the option to listen to music from 
fellow BaBBlers Create your Music and Upload it 
for others to listen to. 



               BaBBle U GPS 

Find your BaBBle Friends Through 
GPS!!! 



 

Make a video and get rated on how funny 
you are just like vine…Get rated by stars!! 



BaBBle U Wire Frame 

 Here is the wire frame images for what needs to be 
added to the gui. 



Leave an important voice message and have the BaBBler 
Call you Back for free no Charge to all BaBBlers 
WorldWide. 



Show BaBBle U What your rapping of singing skillz 
are by doing a 10 second video of you singing or 

rapping. 



YOUTICONS REFERENCE 
ICON 

This feature is EXTREMELY Unique…This allows you to make 
emoticons with your own face and send them as emoticons on the 
messaging roster this does not exist on any app and all kids and 
schools will enjoy this one 








